INTRODUCTION
Copy-number variants (CNVs) are defined as segments of the genome larger than 1 kb (ref. 1) that are either deleted or duplicated. CNVs can be benign polymorphic variations or can significantly affect phenotypic variability, gene expression, disease, and cancer. 2 De novo CNV events are enriched in aggregate, especially in autism, 3 schizophrenia, 4 and developmental delay. 5 Although extremely large (>1 Mb) de novo pathogenic CNVs can be readily recognized due to their rarity in nondiseased individuals, large CNVs (100 kb-1 Mb) are relatively frequent in both diseased and nondiseased individuals. 5 For example, ~10% of nondiseased individuals carry a CNV of at least 400 kb, as compared with ~25% of individuals with intellectual disability and/or developmental delay. 5 Because these CNVs occur de novo, the physical boundaries of CNVs causing similar diseases can vary greatly. Moreover, because of the relative rarity of each individual event, the critical region of many known pathogenic CNVs is not well defined. 5 Although individual events are rare, large (>100 kb) de novo CNV events are not rare in aggregate (1.2 × 10 −2 events per genome per transmission). 6 Thus, the variability in observed CNV boundaries, the rarity of individual pathogenic CNVs, the relatively frequent occurrence of de novo CNV events, and the presence of large CNVs in healthy individuals warrant the use of computational tools to quickly annotate and prioritize potential pathogenic versus benign CNVs. At the genome scale, CNVs can be detected using a variety of methods, including microarray-based methods, 7 highthroughput sequencing-based read-depth approaches, 8 and paired-end mapping approaches. 9 With the rapid evolution of different CNV detection methodologies and increased resolution of CNV detection, it will be increasingly possible to detect small single-gene or even single-exon CNVs down to singlebase pair resolution. These smaller CNVs are present in abundance in healthy individuals but also have a demonstrated role in mediating disease. 10, 11 The de novo mutation rate for these smaller CNVs is not well established but is expected to be higher than that for large CNVs. 6 As the resolution for CNV detection continues to improve, tools for the computational prioritization of pathogenic CNVs will be necessary because the ultimate functional implication of these small CNVs will need to be evaluated in the context of the affected genes and their relationship to disease, as well as the nature of the CNV overlap with the gene (e.g., intronic, in-frame, truncating).
Thus, we introduce the Scripps Genome Annotation and Distributed Variant Interpretation Server (SG-ADVISER) CNV, which takes as input CNV calls and automatically produces both known and predicted information about each CNV Purpose: Copy-number variants have been associated with a variety of diseases, especially cancer, autism, schizophrenia, and developmental delay. The majority of clinically relevant events occur de novo, necessitating the interpretation of novel events. In this light, we present the Scripps Genome ADVISER CNV annotation pipeline and Web server, which aims to fill the gap between copy number variant detection and interpretation by performing in-depth annotations and functional predictions for copy number variants.
Methods:
The Scripps Genome ADVISER CNV suite includes a Web server interface to a high-performance computing environment for calculations of annotations and a table-based user interface that allows for the execution of numerous annotation-based variant filtration strategies and statistics.
Results:
The annotation results include details regarding location, impact on the coding portion of genes, allele frequency information (including allele frequencies from the Scripps Wellderly cohort), and overlap information with other reference data sets (including ClinVar, DGV, DECIPHER). A summary variant classification is produced (ADVISER score) based on the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics scoring guidelines. We demonstrate >90% sensitivity/specificity for detection of pathogenic events.
Conclusion:
Scripps Genome ADVISER CNV is designed to allow users with no prior bioinformatics expertise to manipulate large volumes of copy-number variant data. Scripps Genome ADVISER CNV is available at http://genomics.scripps.edu/ADVISER/.
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Key Words: copy-number variant; copy-number variant interpretation; genome interpretation; genome sequencing; structural variant interpretation and its relationship with disease. SG-ADVISER combines information about known pathogenic CNVs, known gene-disease relationships and the predicted functional impact of CNVs on these genes, and the allele frequency of CNVs observed in various reference populations in order to ultimately score CNVs for their potential pathogenicity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SG-ADVISER CNV is a multicomponent system including a Web server that accepts and returns genomic data and annotations, a high-performance computing system that utilizes both precomputation databases and parallel computation to produce variant annotation rapidly, and a local client graphical user interface (UI) that allows the filtration of variants based on annotations and comparisons of multiple genomes using custom as well as predefined variant filtration strategies. The overall goal is to provide near-comprehensive CNV annotation without the burden of complex software or intense client-side computing capabilities.
SG-ADVISER CNV accepts variant files in CNVnator, 8 VCF, Complete Genomics, PennCNV, 12 or plain tab-delimited file formats. The computational infrastructure underlying SG-ADVISER CNV allows rapid turnover of CNV annotations. We evaluated the performance of SG-ADVISER by annotating CNV calls for 10 Wellderly genomes, sequenced by Complete Genomics. With an average of 3,782 CNVs per genome, the average time of completion was 6 ± 3 minutes per genome. For more information on input formats and error reporting, see https://genomics.scripps.edu/ADVISER/Input_ Desc_CNV.jsp.
Data are encrypted during transfer to the Web server via a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL 3.0) to a secure computational cluster maintained by the Scripps Research Institute. Thus, SG-ADVISER CNV is compliant with the dbGaP Security Best Practices for controlled access data. In addition, variant files uploaded to the Web server, as well as the resulting annotation file, are destroyed 30 days after the variant file is uploaded.
Data output format
Annotations are output in a tab-separated file, in which the first six columns contain information about the physical location and type of variant being annotated and the rest of the columns are annotations produced by the SG-ADVISER CNV pipeline. The notes column of the output is used to store quality, dosage, and/or other metrics (e.g., P value of detection, normalized read depth) produced by the calling algorithm and can be utilized in downstream analyses for variant filtration. The annotation pipeline itself assumes that input CNVs and their boundaries are accurately determined, although many of the results are of robust to ambiguous breakpoint determination. Variants are presented as a single line per variant, yet complete annotations are produced for each individual transcript and overlap influenced by a variant; thus the format of each annotation column depends on whether the annotation is relative to the gene or transcript it impacts or relative to the physical location of the variant. Any column containing annotations produced relative to a gene or transcripts is further subdivided by triple slashes ("///"). Across annotation columns, "///"-separated values correspond to one another, i.e., annotations in the same position relative to "///"-separated values within a column influence the same transcript. Annotations not directly relevant to a particular transcript, for example, transcription factor binding sites or the conservation of the position, are also "///"-separated, but that separation corresponds to a related column. For example, transcription factor binding sites influenced by a variant are "///"-separated, and the calculation of the impact of the variant on binding of the "///" factor is presented in a separate "///"-separated column. When an annotation is not applicable to a variant or transcript, a null value is represented by a "-" character, often in the format of the column. For example, a column in which entries are formatted as "Value1~Value2", if null, will receive a value of "-~-. " This is required because of partially complete outputs. For a more thorough description of the annotation types and output format, see http://genomics.scripps.edu/ADVISER/ Result_Desc_CNV.jsp.
RESULTS

Annotation categories
SG-ADVISER CNV is an automated computational system for producing known and predicted variant annotation information about CNVs. SG-ADVISER CNV produces four major classes of variant annotation, including For a more thorough description of the annotation types and output format, see https://genomics.scripps.edu/ADVISER/ Result_Desc_CNV.jsp.
Wellderly CNVs
Although a more thorough description of CNVs identified in the Wellderly population is presented elsewhere, we present a brief evaluation of the utility of these annotations. The Wellderly CNVs (identified using the standard Complete
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Genomics CNV calls) were compared with CNVs identified in the 1000 Genomes population. 20 Eight percent (602 of 7,657) achieved >50% reciprocal overlap with a CNV identified in the 1000 Genomes population. Although a low degree of overlap is expected due to the allele frequency spectrum of CNVs in general (the majority of CNVs are rare), this number is potentially decreased further by differences in CNV detection sensitivity across sequencing platforms. Regardless, this demonstrates that Wellderly CNVs are an independent source of useful information above and beyond those catalogued in the 1000 Genomes Project. Moreover, certain CNVs classified as pathogenic in ClinVar overlap frequently with CNVs in the Wellderly cohort; for example, nsv529460 and nsv530281 have >80% reciprocal overlap with CNVs observed relatively frequently (>10% allele frequency) in the Wellderly data set, suggesting these data are useful for differentiating between benign and pathogenic CNVs in regions of interest.
ADVISER classification schema
A variant classification is produced (ADVISER score) based on the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics scoring guidelines with categories 1-5. In brief, category 1 variants are rare and completely encompass CNVs previously reported to be pathogenic, whereas category 2 variants are rare and predicted to be pathogenic based on a high degree of overlap with reported pathogenic CNVs or deleterious effect on genes known to be associated with disease. For genes not fully encompassed by a CNV, the effect on individual genes is predicted by determining whether the CNV produces an inframe or out-of-frame deletion/duplication, what fraction of the conserved portion of the protein sequence is removed or amplified by the CNV, and whether alternative start codons may rescue N-terminal truncations. Reciprocal overlap with previously observed common CNVs in the 1000 Genomes and Wellderly cohorts are used to exclude CNVs that are unlikely to be pathogenic because of elevated allele frequency in the population at large. Table 1 displays the various thresholds required to achieve each ADVISER score tier.
The performance of ADVISER classification schema was evaluated using data from International Standards for Cytogenomic Arrays (ISCA). The ISCA data used to test the SG-ADVISER score performance were not included in the prior knowledge used to generate the scores, although there is a high degree of overlap between ISCA and ClinVar. We annotated 5,104 pathogenic and 5,822 benign CNVs and evaluated performance with and without the use of prior knowledge (e.g., known pathogenic CNVs). Known pathogenic CNVs are derived from ClinVar, 18 Decipher, 16 and other sources, including manual curation. 5 To determine performance with prior knowledge excluded, we modified the classifier to rely solely on predictions (thus, class 1 scores are not possible). Predictions are based on the overlap and predicted impact of CNVs on specific genes known to be associated with disease, as described in Table 1 (ref. 14) . Performance is evaluated as cumulative for each threshold ADVISER class or lower (more pathogenic). Thus, true-positive classifications occur when an International Collaboration for Clinical Genomics pathogenic variant achieves a threshold ADVISER class or lower, and true-negative classifications occur when ISCA benign CNVs do not achieve the threshold ADVISER class or lower (as delineated in Table 2 ).
Table 1 ADVISER scoring rules
Category
Prior knowledge scoring Gene-based scoring 1 Event is rare and fully contains a known pathogenic CNV -1* Event is uncommon and fully contains a known pathogenic CNV -2 Event is rare and significantly overlaps with a known pathogenic CNV Event is rare and known disease gene is disrupted 2* Event is uncommon and significantly overlaps with a known pathogenic CNV Event is uncommon and known disease gene is disrupted 3 Event is rare and partially overlaps with a known pathogenic CNV Event is rare and known disease gene is perturbed 4 Event is rare and overlaps with a known pathogenic CNV Event is rare and overlaps with known disease gene 4* Event is uncommon and overlaps with a known pathogenic CNV Event is uncommon and overlaps with known disease gene 5 CNV is common CNV is common 6 Event is common but significantly overlaps with a reported pathogenic CNV -Definitions: common, allele frequency is >5%; gene disrupted, >5% of the conserved region of the protein coding portion of the gene is truncated; gene perturbed, >5% of the conserved region of the protein coding portion of the gene is removed in-frame; partial overlap, allele frequency is >50%; rare, allele frequency is <1%; significant overlap, allele frequency is >80%; uncommon, allele frequency is <5%.
CNV, copy-number variant. Performance characteristics of the ADVISER score. The presented gene-based scoring information does not utilize any prior knowledge regarding known pathogenic CNVs.
CNV, copy-number variant.
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As can be seen in Table 2 , ADVISER CNV achieved excellent 94% balanced accuracy for ADVISER class 1 and maintained this overall accuracy while improving sensitivity at lower threshold scores. This sensitivity-specificity profile is ideal for stepping through use cases with different sensitivity versus specificity requirements. For example, clinical applications require maximized specificity to reduce false-positive results, whereas research applications may require maximized sensitivity to prioritize all potential pathogenic CNVs (without the undue introduction of false positives). When all prior knowledge regarding known pathogenic CNVs was removed, ADVISER CNV was still able to achieve 90% balanced accuracy, demonstrating that SG-ADVISER CNV can accurately identify novel pathogenic CNVs and discriminate them from benign CNVs.
Comparison with other methods
CNVs are increasingly recognized as crucial contributors to genome diversity and disease risk; however, to the best of our knowledge, only a couple of tools exist to annotate CNVs. [21] [22] [23] Although these tools compute overlaps of CNVs with known pathogenic CNVs, neither tool produces an ultimate pathogenicity classification. Thus, a direct comparison of predictive performance is not possible. SG-ADVISER CNV is unique in that it annotates CNVs using several different methods, databases, and algorithms, and it combines this information into a score that can discriminate benign from pathogenic CNVs.
User interface
To facilitate the interpretation of SG-ADVISER CNV output, we added new functionality to the existing SG-ADVISER UI for small variants (Figure 1) . The UI is a visualization tool that allows scientists with little or no programming experience to easily and quickly view, manipulate, sort, and filter the SG-ADVISER CNV output file. For example, it is possible to sort or filter CNVs based on whether they are known disease-causative variants, they impact protein coding genes, or they have been previously observed in specific databases. Moreover, important downstream filtration functions-such as filtration on quality information, familial inheritance, or dosage-can be executed in the UI. These functionalities are necessary to differentiate between, for example, a pathogenic CNV that can be expected to result in carrier status and those that would be expected to result in an overt expressed phenotype. At any point during the process the tool can provide summary statistics and output the filtered results to a new file for further manipulation or presentation in other software tools. The tool is written in Java and uses multithreaded architecture and paginated view to make data analysis of large files (≥3 GB) possible on a desktop computer.
DISCUSSION
Numerous studies have documented CNVs in a genome-wide fashion, and their impact on disease and evolution is clearly established. Remarkable improvements have been made to CNV detection and calling algorithms from sequence-based applications, 8 ,9 yet tools to subsequently assign functional and potential clinical implications of each individual event remain limited and relegated to specialty laboratories. The overall goal of the SG-ADVISER CNV suite of tools is to put computational power and bioinformatics expertise into the hands of individuals with little to no computational proficiency but with the biological and/or clinical expertise to interpret CNVs when appropriately filtered. There is one major caveat that should be highlighted when evaluating SG-ADVISER CNV output. SG-ADVISER CNV assumes that the breakpoints provided to the system are accurately determined, so that functional impacts can be precisely calculated. However, even with some sequence-based assays, single-base pair resolution of breakpoints is not always possible. Therefore, we have tiered our CNV scoring scheme so that it is robust to errors in breakpoint determination. The highspecificity to high-sensitivity accuracy profile of the ADVISER score ensures this; a functional CNV that is incorrectly classified due to breakpoint determination errors will be caught in the higher-sensitivity tiers of the SG-ADVISER score. Many of these predictions are actually unchanged, even when the breakpoint is not determined at single-base pair resolution, for example, CNVs encompassing whole exons would be accurately classified regardless of where within the adjacent introns the breakpoints lie. However, splicing predictions would be more dramatically influenced by errors in breakpoint determination. Nonetheless, SG-ADVISER CNV annotations anticipate the day when CNV detection at single-base pair resolution is routine practice.
Finally, SG-ADVISER will continue to be updated and expanded to provide access to new annotations/predictions as new versions become available, and improvements to the interactive UI and the Web interface will be made. Questions and requests for specific annotations can be made on the Biostar forum (http://www.biostars.org/).
